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The 4 Annual Infinity National Championships held at the Kalahari Resort is almost here!
This is a really fun tournament for all competitors, new and old. It is a WSKL sanctioned
tournament so you’ll find each ring matted and with a speaker plus every judge has been
certified with the WSKL! On the following pages you will find a guide on how to navigate
what division to register for. If you have any questions, please talk to your instructor or post on
your studio’s Booster page.

TO REGISTER, go to www.InfinityNationalChampionships.com
Click on the top button that says “Registration”, this will take you to the MY UVENTEX page.
Log in or create an account then follow the simple directions. If you have used MY UVENTEX
before, please make sure to make any changes to your account PRIOR to registering. This is
important for underbelts who moved up in skill level since their last tournament using the
system. MY UVENTEX will only show you divisions that your competitor is eligible for
according to their age and belt rank.
Pre-Registration ends April 25th. Prices go up after that!

Did you book your room at the Kalahari yet? After April 11th, we can no
longer guarantee the special event rates.
Tournament Rates:
Friday & Saturday $149/night
Any other night $119/night
All nights come with waterpark passes!
CALL TODAY TO BOOK - 877-253-5466

NINJAS/KINDER KICKERS (4-7 year olds):
Please note that all divisions are split up by age and rank and students can compete in multiple divisions. It is
strongly encouraged those who decide to compete to do as many divisions as they can! Here is quick break
down on what you SHOULD register for:

FORMS
A-390 7 - Little Dragons: Most of our students will be
performing some version of “Star Block” (Star Block 1 or 2,
Advanced Star Block). All students in this division will earn the
same award and will not be scored. This is a chance to LEARN
how to compete and gain performance experience. It’s also a
great option for our first timers and newcomers!
A-220 5- All Belts: This is for Ninjas that would like to compete
for 1st-3rd place trophies. Make sure to choose CREATIVE
FORMS. Please note that students from other schools in this
division may have solid belts.
A-221 6-7 Beginner: This is for Kinder Kickers that would like
to compete for 1st-3rd place trophies. Make sure to choose
CREATIVE FORMS. Please note that students from other
schools in this division may have solid belts.
A-281 6-7 Beginner: This is for Advanced Kinder Kickers that will be competing with “To
San”. Make sure to choose TRADITIONAL
FORMS. Please note that students from other
schools in this division may have solid belts.
A-250 5- All Belts: This is for Ninjas who would like
to compete for 1st-3rd place trophies in weapons.
Make sure to choose CREATIVE WEAPONS for the
nunchuck routine. Please note that students from
other schools in this division may have solid belts.
A-251 6-7 Beginner: This is for Kinder Kickers that
would like compete for 1 -3 place trophies. Make sure to choose CREATIVE WEAPONS for
the nunchuck routine. Please note that students from other schools in this division may have
solid belts.
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UNDER-BELTS (all ages, non-black belts):
Please note that all divisions are split up by age and rank and students can compete in multiple divisions. It is
strongly encouraged those who decide to compete to do as many divisions as they can! Here is quick break
down on what you SHOULD register for:

A-391 8+ FIRST TIMERS: This is for all students who haven’t
done a tournament before and would just like to see what it’s all
about. Competitors will not be scored and will all receive the
same award.
TRADITIONAL FORMS: These are the forms that focus on the
traditional movements and techniques of martial arts (To San, Pal
Gue 7, Chung Mu). You cannot
include gymnastics or spins over 360 degrees. Find the
appropriate age and rank.
CREATIVE FORMS: This means, for under belts, that you can
do anything you want in the form. Anyone competing with a
modified form OR “Sport Form” can register for creative forms.
Again, find your age and rank.
MUSICAL FORMS: If you’d like to add music to your form,
(traditional or creative) you can register for musical forms.
TRADITIONAL WEAPONS: This is for anyone competing with the form “BO 1”. This is
probably the only weapons form that most of our Level 1 and Level 2 students know. However,
Level 3 and Level 4 can still compete with this form in traditional weapons.
CREATIVE WEAPONS: We don’t have a name for this form yet, but it is the other bo form
we teach in class. It includes throws, spins and manipulations with the weapon and can include
kicks, tricks and gymnastics. Most of our purple belts and higher should know enough of this
form to compete in creative weapons.
MUSICAL WEAPONS: Here again, you can add music to your
traditional or creative weapons form.
SPARRING: Any of our Black Belt Training students can
compete in sparring. You will register for the POINT FIGHTING
division under the appropriate age and belt level. We encourage
anyone competing to stay and spar. Many times these divisions
are much smaller. Please note that if there is only one person in
the division, you will have the option to move to a different
(generally higher) division, or do an exhibition match, where the
center judge will find you someone to spar with and you automatically receive first place.

UNDER-BELT TEAM DIVISIONS (all ages, non-black belts):
A-380 TEAM FORMS All Ages: This is one of the most fun divisions for competitors and
spectators! Students can create teams of one to five and perform any form or weapons form
they know from classes and compete as a team. This is also an opportunity for families to
compete as a team! How cool is that?
TEAM SPARRING: If there is anyone interested
in sparring with a team, please see your
instructor!

Once you’re done competing, go and enjoy the water park and
all the Kalahari has to offer, but DON’T GO HOME! You’ll
want to stick around on Saturday night for the Night Time
Finals! It is a show you will NOT want to miss!! You will get
to see the best of the best from
all the black belt divisions go
head to head and watch some
pretty awesome demos,
including one from the WorldChampion Team Infinity! You
and your children will love the
show and will be inspired! A
lot of the studios typically
meet up and watch the show
together, watch your Booster
page for any plans to meet-up!

SPECIAL EVENTS AT INFINITY NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
INFINITY MINI-CAMP
FRIDAY, MAY 10TH
11AM-2PM
Take advantage of the opportunity to train and
learn from the best! Whether you are a
seasoned competitor or a beginner, there is
something to learn for everyone. These
exclusive seminars will help any martial artist
achieve higher levels of execution, technique
and more!
Mr. Welch and members of TEAM INFINITY
will be hosting a “mini camp” They’ll cover
everything from tricking, stances,
choreography and weapons! Learn training
tips from some of the top competitors in the
country! Polish your forms and get both
mentally and physically prepared for a great
weekend of competition! For ages 8+
Only $50 if you pre-register ($60 at the door)! WSKL MEMBERS take 10% OFF!
SPARRING SEMINAR WITH WORLD CHAMPION, NATE THORNE
FRIDAY, MAY 10TH
2PM-3PM
Master Thorne is a 7th degree black belt, a Diamond Ring Winner and World Renowned Point
Fighter! His seminar will focus on distance, timing, strategy, drills and “The Sparring Matrix”!
This seminar is for all ranks and ages ready to take their game to the next level!
Only $55! WSKL MEMBERS take 10% OFF!

DID YOU BOOK YOUR ROOM AT THE KALAHARI YET?
AFTER APRIL 11TH, WE CAN NO LONGER GUARANTEE THE
SPECIAL EVENT RATES.
Tournament Rates:
Friday & Saturday $149/night
Any other night $119/night
All nights come with waterpark passes!
CALL TODAY TO BOOK - 877-253-5466

At Infinity National Championships you will see the best of the best compete!
From the future superstars to the big names, it is an entertaining weekend of
martial arts. Throughout the weekend look out for Infinity Special Agents who
will be handing out gift cards for the arcade to the kids and carnations to all the
wonderful moms out there!
TO REGISTER, go to www.InfinityNationalChampionships.com
Click on the top button that says “Registration”, this will take you to the MY UVENTEX page.
Log in or create an account then follow the simple directions. If you have used MY UVENTEX
before, please make sure to make any changes to your account PRIOR to registering. This is
important for underbelts who moved up in skill level since their last tournament using the
system. MY UVENTEX will only show you divisions that your competitor is eligible for
according to their age and belt rank.
Pre-Registration ends April 25th. Prices go up after that!

SEE YOU MAY 10TH & 11TH!!

